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Generational Awareness: 10 Bright Ideas 

1. Have a Generational Awareness Week. Post icons and photos that represent the 
generations. Include slang and popular expressions. Play music that was popular 
in each generation’s formative era.  

2. Write four versions—one for each generation—of an Employee Value 
Proposition, a list of what is attractive about working for your organization. 

3. Review your benefits package, asking yourself which generation would likely be 
most attracted to each…which perks are attractive to all generations. 

4. Come up with three rewards specific to each generation. 
5. Do a generational diversity audit for your organization. What percentage of 

your workforce is from each generation? Are all the generations represented at all 
levels? 

6. Review the makeup of your Board of Directors. Are you getting the 
perspectives of all the generations? 

7. Become an expert on a generation other than your own. Find someone twenty 
years older—or younger—to teach you about his or her generation: history, 
characteristics, language, work preferences. 

8. Watch a movie that focuses on a generation other than your own (The Big 
Chill, Reality Bites, Office Space, Saving Private Ryan.) Step into the perspective 
of one of the characters. How might you see things differently if you were a 
member of the generation being featured? 

9. Examine a “difference” from both sides. Begin by thinking of a conflict you are 
having/have had with someone with whom you have generational differences, and 
with whom you would genuinely like to have a better relationship. Write a brief 
paragraph about how you see the situation. Put it aside for a few minutes. Then 
reread what you wrote. Next, re-examine the situation and see if you can step into 
the other person’s shoes. Finally, write a paragraph that might reveal his or her 
perspective. 

10. In a management meeting, create profiles of four ideal managers—one for 
each generation. Then, ask participants to survey five employees each about the 
type of manager they prefer. In the meeting, discuss your findings and revise the 
profiles, if necessary. What do all the profiles have in common? Where do they 
differ? How can your managers apply what they’ve learned?  
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